Critical insight into the influence of the potential energy surface on fission dynamics
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The present work is dedicated to a careful investigation of the influence of the potential energy surface on the fission process. The time evolution of nuclei at high excitation energy and angular momentum is studied by means of three-dimensional Langevin calculations performed for two different parametrizations of the macroscopic potential: the Finite Range Liquid Drop Model (FRLDM) and the Lublin-Strasbourg Drop (LSD) prescription. Depending on the mass of the system, the topology of the potential throughout the deformation space of interest in fission is observed to noticeably differ within these two approaches, due to the treatment of curvature effects. When utilized in the dynamical calculation as the driving potential, the FRLDM and LSD models yield similar results in the heavy-mass region, whereas the predictions can be strongly dependent on the PES for medium-mass nuclei. In particular, the mass, charge and total kinetic energy distributions of the fission fragments are found to be narrower with the LSD prescription. The influence of critical model parameters on our findings is carefully investigated. The present study sheds light on the experimental conditions and signatures well suited for constraining the parametrization of the macroscopic potential. Its implication regarding the interpretation of available experimental data is briefly discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The description of the potential energy plays a crucial role in the predictions of the structural properties of the nucleus as well as in the understanding of the dynamics of nuclear reactions. The Potential Energy Surface (PES) defines the evolution of the energy of a nucleus as a function of its shape deformation. As such, PES calculations are important to determine various nuclear properties, including ground-state masses, excited particle-hole configurations, collective features from low to high spin, shape isomerism, fission barriers, etc. The potential energy can be calculated in a microscopic scheme using self-consistent models based on the Hartree-Fock approach [1–3]. Yet, the realistic description of the variety of possible nuclear shapes requires considering a multi-dimensional deformation space, and fully microscopic calculations become computing-wise prohibitive with increasing the number of dimensions. An alternative approach for a reliable calculation of the potential energy landscape is based on the phenomenological macroscopic-microscopic method (see Ref. [4] and therein). In there, the potential energy is determined as the sum of shape-dependent macroscopic and microscopic (shell-plus-pairing) terms. The foremost advantage of this approach relies on its simplicity and high flexibility, allowing fast predictions in a highly multi-dimensional deformation space over the whole nuclear chart [5, 6]. The transparent physical meaning of the parameters adds to its attractiveness. The macroscopic-microscopic approach appeared to be very powerful in describing various phenomena related to structural and dynamical aspects. As for some recent salient and appealing results, we mention shape coexistence in medium-mass nuclei [5], hyper-deformation [7], half-lives of super-heavy nuclei [8] and giant-dipole resonance strength functions [9].

There exists several models for calculating both the macroscopic and the microscopic contributions to the potential energy. The former is customarily computed within a Liquid-Drop-like formalism, while the latter is usually derived following the method proposed by Strutinsky [10]. The microscopic contribution is crucial for describing ground-state and low-energy properties, and it vanishes at high temperature and/or angular momentum. The potential surface is then solely determined by the macroscopic component (including the rotational energy). The present work is dedicated to a detailed survey of the macroscopic part of the PES and its different terms.

The pioneering work on the macroscopic potential energy is to be attributed to Bethe and Weizsäcker [11, 12] who, soon after the discovery of fission in 1935, proposed to envisage the atomic nucleus as a spherical charged liquid drop. With such a parallel, the potential energy is built of a volume, a surface and a Coulomb term. Several refinements of this early derivation have emerged over the years. The major improvements have been made by Myers and Swiatecki [13–15] who developed the well-known and powerful deformation-dependent Liquid Drop Model (LDM), and further by Cohen, Plasil and Swiatecki [16] with the inclusion of rotation of the system in the so-called Rotating Liquid
The present work is dedicated to a study of the influence of the potential energy landscape on the decay of hot rotating medium-mass nuclei. State-of-the-art three-dimensional dynamical Langevin calculations are performed using two different prescriptions of the PES, namely the FRLDM and the LSD model. The relevance of different observables in their ability to constrain the parameterization of the macroscopic potential entering into the modelling of fission is investigated. Fission-fragment mass, charge and total kinetic energy distributions will reveal to be particularly well suited signatures. While the influence of various ingredients of the Langevin equations, like e.g. the level density and the friction strength, has been widely studied (see Ref. [25–30] and therein), investigations on the sole influence of the PES parametrization are scarce. For fission of nuclei with $A \geq 200$, Gontchar et al. [31] analysed the results of two-dimensional Langevin calculations while varying several ingredients of the model, among which the parametrization of the potential energy. They noticed that, depending on the excitation energy and the observables studied, RLD [13] and FRLDM [4, 22] can yield very different results. Recently, a careful study on the influence of the shape of the potential on the fission rate was presented in Ref. [32]. The calculation restricted to one dimension and very schematic potentials are tested, only.

As a typical large-scale amplitude collective motion, fission is an ideal research laboratory for probing the potential energy landscape. In fission a nucleus evolves from a ground-state shape to the configuration of two separated fragments. Nuclei undergoing fission can thus be described by a multi-dimensional potential energy surface that guides the shape evolution. Yet, although the time evolution of the hot rotating nucleus is sensitive to the details of the PES, the dynamical evolution depends as well on the inertia of the system and energy damping mechanisms. To enhance the sensitivity to the PES requires a suitable choice of the system. Fission of medium-mass nuclei is very relevant in this respect. Indeed, while heavy nuclei mainly exhibit ellipsoidal shapes along their path to fission, lighter systems have to be particularly deformed and/or necked-in to reach scission. The saddle point shape already likely resembles two deformed spheroids separated by a well-developed neck. The accurate parametrization of all the details of the PES is therefore expected more critical for describing the fission of medium-mass nuclei as compared to heavy systems. In particular, an appropriate modelling of surface and curvature effects is conjectured to be important. Besides the reaction mechanism and the mass of the system, the choice of the experimental observable is critical as well.

The finite range of nuclear forces, nuclear saturation and diffusivity of the nuclear surface. The resulting Finite Range Liquid Drop Model (FRLDM) is somehow more complex than the aforementioned prescriptions because the calculation of the surface term requires the double folding of Yukawa functions over the nuclear volume. Yet, it is still convenient to use, and FRLDM is probably the Liquid-Drop-based formulation most used in contemporary calculations. The latest set of its parameters [24] describes experimental masses with a precision of 0.752 MeV (RMS) and fits reasonably well fission barriers. Besides its well-established performances and specific assets, the parametrization by Sierk et al. [22, 23] does not explicitly include curvature effects as the LSD model does. To our knowledge, a meticulous investigation of the importance of curvature effects on nuclear dynamics is still lacking. Such a study is proposed to be undertaken here.

The moderate fissility of medium-mass systems makes theoretical and experimental investigations challenging. From the theoretical point of view, previous investigations showed that the results, regarding various observables, depend on the dimension of the calculation [27, 34–37]. As such, realistic calculations, able to predict the correlation between observables, require to be performed in a multi-dimensional deformation space, what demands high computing time. Experimentally, high efficiency and precision are mandatory due to the low fission cross-section involved. To our knowledge, one work [38] of this kind exists, only. The main focus was on friction and no test of the PES was performed. The present work is dedicated to pin down the sole influence of the energy landscape. Some preliminary results have been reported in [39]. The paper is organized as follows: In Section II the model is presented with emphasis on the ingredients of importance for the present concern. The results are gathered in Section III where static and dynamical considerations are detailed separately. Our concluding remarks are given in Section IV.

II. DYNAMICAL MODEL AND INGREDIENTS

A purely microscopic description of fission is a challenge, still today [40, 41]. It is therefore customary to describe the decay of hot rotating compound nuclei by the use of hybrid models, namely transport theories which distinguish between collective and intrinsic de-
degrees of freedom (see Ref. [42] and therein). Intrinsic excitations are based on the states of the individual constituents, while collective modes correspond to a coordinated motion involving most of the constituents. Within Kramers’ seminal picture [43], the collective modes can be viewed as Brownian particles interacting stochastically with a heat bath. The evolution of the system is given by the solution of either the Fokker-Planck or the Langevin classical equation of motion, where the combined action of the driving potential, friction and diffusion forces is computed, determining the trajectory of the nucleus on the PES. While the (differential) Fokker-Planck equation gives access to the trajectory of the nucleus on the PES. While the friction and diffusion forces is computed, determining where the combined action of the driving potential, Helmholtz free energy \(F(\vec{q}) = V(\vec{q}) - a(\vec{q})T^2\) with \(V(\vec{q})\) being the bare potential energy (see below). A Fermi-gas model is assumed for the determination of the temperature according to \(T = \sqrt{E_{\text{int}}/a(\vec{q})}\) where \(E_{\text{int}}\) and \(a(\vec{q})\) are the intrinsic excitation energy and level-density parameter, respectively. Several prescriptions can be used for the latter, among which the deformation-dependent expression proposed by Ignatyuk [50] which is assumed by default in the code. The mass tensor \(m_{ij}(\vec{q})\) is calculated within the Werner-Wheeler approximation for incompressible irrotational flow [51] and the friction tensor \(\gamma_{ij}(\vec{q})\) is derived assuming a one-body dissipation mechanism [52, 53] with the possibility of reducing its strength by means of a factor denoted \(k_s\) [27, 45]. The last term in the right-hand side of eq.(1) is related to the diffusion tensor \(D_{ij}(\vec{q}) = \theta_{ik}\theta_{kj}\) derived from Einstein’s relation \(D_{ij}(\vec{q}) = \gamma_{ij}(\vec{q})T\) where \(\theta_{ik}\) is the random force strength tensor. The stochastic nature of the diffusion process is accounted for by the normalized Gaussian white noise term \(\Gamma_j(t)\).

The coordinates \((q_1, q_2, q_3)\) are connected to the elongation, neck thickness and mass asymmetry of the nucleus, respectively. The driving potential is given by the Helmholtz free energy \(F(\vec{q}) = V(\vec{q}) - a(\vec{q})T^2\) with \(V(\vec{q})\) being the bare potential energy (see below). A Fermi-gas model is assumed for the determination of the temperature according to \(T = \sqrt{E_{\text{int}}/a(\vec{q})}\) where \(E_{\text{int}}\) and \(a(\vec{q})\) are the intrinsic excitation energy and level-density parameter, respectively. Several prescriptions can be used for the latter, among which the deformation-dependent expression proposed by Ignatyuk [50] which is assumed by default in the code. The mass tensor \(m_{ij}(\vec{q})\) is calculated within the Werner-Wheeler approximation for incompressible irrotational flow [51] and the friction tensor \(\gamma_{ij}(\vec{q})\) is derived assuming a one-body dissipation mechanism [52, 53] with the possibility of reducing its strength by means of a factor denoted \(k_s\) [27, 45]. The last term in the right-hand side of eq.(1) is related to the diffusion tensor \(D_{ij}(\vec{q}) = \theta_{ik}\theta_{kj}\) derived from Einstein’s relation \(D_{ij}(\vec{q}) = \gamma_{ij}(\vec{q})T\) where \(\theta_{ik}\) is the random force strength tensor. The stochastic nature of the diffusion process is accounted for by the normalized Gaussian white noise term \(\Gamma_j(t)\).

The initial conditions of the system are assumed to correspond to a spherical compound nucleus with a total excitation energy \(E^*\) given by the entrance-channel of the reaction. The angular momentum \(L\) for each Langevin trajectory is sampled from a triangular distribution function which maximum is given by the critical angular momentum \(L_{\text{crit}}\) for fusion [25]. The initial conditions in momentum assume thermal equilibriumdashed [27].

\[
\frac{dq_i}{dt} = \sum_j \mu_{ij}(\vec{q}) p_j
\]

\[
\frac{dp_i}{dt} = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{j,k} \frac{d\mu_{ij}(\vec{q})}{dq_i} p_j p_k - \frac{dF(\vec{q})}{dq_i} - \sum_{j,k} \gamma_{ij}(\vec{q}) \mu_{ij}(\vec{q}) p_k + \sum_j \theta_{ij}(\vec{q}) \Gamma_j(t)
\]
De-excitation of the system by evaporation of light particles \((n, p, \alpha)\) is taken into account along the path to fission using a Monte-Carlo approach [25]. The decay-width for the emission of a given particle is calculated with an updated version of the statistical code LiLita [54] based on Hauser-Feschbach’s theory [55]. For the present work, particle transmission coefficients are assumed deformation-independent. Post-scission evaporation (i.e. by the fission fragments) is not evaluated here. It would noticeably increase the computing time, while not affecting the conclusions of our work. Besides, we mainly concentrate on fission-fragment charge distributions which can be assumed as not influenced by this simplification due to the very small probability of charged-particle (as compared to neutron) emission by the fragments after scission.

During a random walk along the trajectory in the collective coordinate space, energy conservation is ensured according to \(E^* = E_{int} + E_{coll} + V(\vec{q}) + E_{evap}(t)\), where \(E_{coll}\) is the kinetic energy of the collective motion (including the rotational energy), and \(V(\vec{q})\) is the potential energy at the actual point of the trajectory on the PES at time \(t\). The energy carried away by particle evaporation at that time is accounted for by \(E_{evap}(t)\). Note that the collective and potential energies implicitly depend on the angular momentum. Scission is defined by the criterion of a finite neck radius \(R_N = 0.3 R_0\) with \(R_0\) is the radius of the corresponding compound nucleus [56].

Each trajectory is simulated dynamically by solving the Langevin equation up to a certain time. A transition to a statistical branch is implemented in the code for limiting the computing time [25]. This transition occurs under appropriate conditions i.e. provided the nucleus, which has lost a significant part of its initial excitation energy, is still near the ground state and the fission rate has reached its asymptotic limit. At that stage of the simulation, the decay is computed by the conventional statistical model approach. If, after the transition to the statistical branch, the nucleus undergoes fission, the code switches again to the dynamical treatment in order to determine the trajectory of the system between saddle and scission.

As outlined in introduction, the ingredient of the Langevin equation of main interest in the present work is the potential energy. Two sets of calculations are performed, assuming for \(V(\vec{q})\) either the FRLDM [4, 22, 23] or the LSD [17] prescription. In this work a term accounting for the deformation-dependent congruence energy [57] is added to the early LSD formula [17], as it was shown to improve the description of experimental fission barriers in medium-mass nuclei [21]. Along the remainder of the present paper, the acronym LSD includes this congruence term. It should be emphasized that the FRLDM potential is adopted in most of the contemporary Langevin calculations, while the LSD potential was so far used in one work only, and within a one-dimensional model [33].

The presently used Langevin code gives access to many quantities and correlations that are available in experiment [27, 28, 45, 47]. Here we concentrate on fission probabilities, pre-scission particle multiplicities and fission-fragment mass, charge and total kinetic energy distributions. These observables are foreseen as most sensitive [45] to the phenomenon of interest. The analysis of other quantities such as fission-fragment anisotropies and light-particle energy spectra, also available from the theory, is in progress.

III. RESULTS

As explained previously, the influence of the topology of the PES, and namely the parametrization of curvature effects, is expected strongest for medium-mass fissioning systems. This work focuses on the de-excitation of hot rotating \(^{118}\)Ba compound nuclei, recently investigated experimentally in inverse kinematics [58] with the reaction \(^{78}\)Kr+\(^{40}\)Ca at bombarding energy \(E_{lab} = 429\) MeV. The total excitation energy of the compound nucleus amounts to \(E^* = 98.8\) MeV and spins up to \(L_{crit} = 70\) are predicted to be populated. In order to probe the sensitivity of the dynamical evolution to the profile of the PES as a function of the size of the system, we study in parallel the fission of a very heavy nucleus. As a reference point, calculations are made for the reaction \(^{20}\)Ne+\(^{240}\)Pu at \(E_{lab} = 142\) MeV [59] producing \(^{260}\)Rf compound nuclei with \(E^* = 74.2\) MeV and \(L_{crit} = 50\). This system was partly investigated within the present approach in Ref. [27].

The fate of the initially hot and rotating nucleus is determined by its dynamical evolution on the top of the static potential energy landscape. In the following we first focus on the results of the calculation for the static properties of the system. These are of help for analyzing the dynamical results presented in a second step, and understanding possible differences depending on the PES used.

A. Topology of the potential energy surface

In Fig. 1 the potential energy landscape obtained with the FRLDM (top) and the LSD (bottom) formula is displayed in the two-dimensional \((q_1, q_2)\) deformation subspace assuming \(\alpha = 0.0\) for the \(^{260}\)Rf compound system at \(L = 0\). Dashed lines indicate the mean path to fission. Although the tendency is the same for both parametrizations (i.e. valley towards large \(q_2\) with \(q_1 \sim 1.8\) and barrier in the \(q_1\) direction for \(q_2 \sim 0.6\)), the profile of the landscape is more soft for FRLDM.

A similar comparison of the potential energy surfaces is shown in Fig. 2 for the \(^{118}\)Ba compound nucleus at \(L = 56\). For this system, the PES topologies obtained with the FRLDM and LSD models noticeably differ. While a single valley is observed for LSD along...
\[ q_2 \sim (0.6 - 1.0) \], two valleys develop with FRLDM: the path labelled "1" follows the same direction than the one obtained with LSD, while an additional path labelled "1a" goes towards large \( q_1 \) for \( q_2 \sim 0.6 \). Valley "1a" observed with FRLDM corresponds to lemon-like shapes which can not lead to a binary fission. This artificial path disappears with the LSD prescription owing to a proper account of curvature effects (which are missing in FRLDM). Besides the occurrence of valley "1a", one also observes a sizeable difference between the two PES in terms of the stiffness of the landscape. This difference is at variance with what obtained for the \(^{260}\text{Rf}\) system. We shall note that the stiffness of the PES depends on the angular momentum. In Fig. 2 we deliberately consider for the \(^{118}\text{Ba}\) compound nucleus a high value of \( L \) for which the contribution to fission is large. Yet, the observation of markedly different stiffnesses between FRLDM and LSD for this medium-mass nucleus, in contrast to \(^{260}\text{Rf}\), remains valid down to \( L = 0 \hbar \).

The topology of the PES along the asymmetry coordinate plays a crucial role in determining the fission partition (see Ref. [60] and therein). The deformation of the actual saddle point can thus not be established on the \((q_1, q_2)\) subspace alone. The third (asymmetry) coordinate is considered in Fig. 3 where the \(^{118}\text{Ba}\) potential energy surface is shown for both PES parametrizations in the \((q_1, q_2)\) subspace assuming \( h = 0.0 \). The mean symmetric valley "1" and asymmetric valley "2" fission trajectories are indicated by solid lines. Again, for the \(^{118}\text{Ba}\) system, the valleys are observed to be characterized by notably different stiffnesses depending on the prescription used for the PES. For the \(^{260}\text{Rf}\) compound nucleus, the difference in the \((q_1, q_3)\) subspace (not shown) is less, as it is the case in the \((q_1, q_2)\) subspace discussed previously. All together, according to static considerations, one may expect a stronger influence of the PES prescription for the fission of medium-mass nuclei as compared to heavy systems. In particular the difference observed between the FRLDM and LSD profiles in Fig. 3 at, and beyond, the saddle point \((q_1 \sim 1.8)\) suggests sizeable different predictions for the fission-fragment mass and charge distributions.

Due to the moderate fissility of \(^{118}\text{Ba}\), the amount of angular momentum brought into the system by the reaction is decisive regarding the fate of the excited compound nucleus. The evolution of the symmetric and asymmetric fission barrier \( B_f \) with angular momentum is displayed in Fig. 4 using either the FRLDM or the LSD prescription. The height of the barrier is taken as the difference between the potential energy at the relevant saddle and equilibrium points. For each \( L \) the symmetric barrier was obtained after minimisation of the potential energy in the two-dimensional \((q_1, q_2)\) subspace with the constraint \( \alpha = 0 \) (along trajectory "1" in Fig. 3). The asymmetric barrier (any \( \alpha \neq 0 \)) was extracted from the most probable path in the \((q_1, q_3)\) subspace assuming \( h = 0 \) (along trajectory "2" in Fig. 3). This is justified because \( h = 0 \) approximately follows the bottom of the fission valley [31, 49]. The evolution of the barrier with \( L \) is observed to be independent of the PES parametrisation: At low angular momentum, the symmetric barrier exceeds the asymmetric one, and this trend gets reversed with increasing spin. The angular momenta at which symmetric and asymmetric barrier heights are equal are nevertheless different, amounting to \( L \sim 58 \hbar \) and \( \sim 48 \hbar \) for the FRLDM and LSD model, respectively. The calculated \( B_f \) values are generally larger for the LSD formula over the whole \( L \) range, although the FRLDM and LSD symmetric barriers become very close above \( L \sim 28 \hbar \).

Based on the static considerations of Fig. 4, a transition from asymmetric to symmetric mass (equivalently, charge) partition is expected for fission of \(^{118}\text{Ba}\) with increasing spin. A parallel may be drawn between this conjecture and the Businaro-Gallone transition [61]. The value \( x_{BG} \) of the fissility parameter \( x \) [16] at which the Businaro-Gallone point is located is difficult to extract precisely from any such calculation due to the flatness of
the PES around that point [62, 63]. The experimental determination of $x_{BG}$ is not easy neither. Due to the dependence of its location on $L$ and the fact that usually a wide range of $L$ is populated in a nuclear collision, no net transition from asymmetric to symmetric fission in terms of $x$ could be evidenced in experiment so far [64, 65]. The fissility of $^{118}$Ba is expected to lie close to $x_{BG}$ and, according to Fig. 4, we may expect a bifurcation of the system from the asymmetric to the symmetric fission valley with increasing $L$. That could be seen as a "Businaro-Gallone-like transition" as a function of $L$.

B. Dynamical results

The results of the previous section support the intuitive idea about the relevance of studying fission of medium-mass nuclei to bring out the influence of the detailed topology of the PES. A suited choice of the system is nonetheless not sufficient, and an observable, which sensitivity to the PES is particularly strong, is required. In the present section, we analyse in detail the predictions of the model for several possible signatures. In addition to adopting two different parametrizations for the PES, the calculations are performed for various assumptions on critical ingredients of the theory which modelling is either uncertain or debated. This will permit to probe the robustness of the conclusion regarding the sole influence of the PES.

**Fission of heavy systems**

For the reasons outlined above, we start the discussion with the heavy $^{260}$Rf system. The ability of the present code, using the FRLDM prescription and assuming a reduced one-body dissipation, to reproduce the experimental data available [59] was already noticed in Ref. [27].
The calculations which we performed show little sensitivity to whether FRLDM or LSD is used for the PES. The fission-fragment $Z$ distributions computed with the two PES parametrizations are compared in Fig. 5. The outcome of the calculation in terms of asymmetry distribution is converted into mass and charge distributions as described in Ref. [27]. A constant level-density parameter $a = A/10$ MeV$^{-1}$ and a friction reduction factor $k_s = 0.5$ are assumed. The $Z$ distributions for fission of $^{260}$Rf are observed to be very similar, being slightly broader for FRLDM due to the softer energy landscape in this case. The corresponding $A$ and TKE distributions are found nearly independent of the PES formula as well, and in good agreement with the experimental data [59]. The pre-scission neutron multiplicities obtained with the two PES agree within $\sim 1\%$, and also compare well with the measured value. The good reproduction of the data leads confidence into the reliability of the present calculations for modelling fission dynamics. We note that a similar agreement between theory and experiment was achieved for $^{208}$Rf by Karpov et al. [27] with a smaller value of the friction reduction factor, namely $k_s = 0.2$. The difference in the $k_s$ values adopted in Ref. [27] and here is related to the use of slightly different parameters of the statistical model. The difference remains nonetheless within the range of uncertainty observed for $k_s$ by Karpov et al.. The present survey of the $^{260}$Rf system corroborates the expected limited sensitivity of fission of heavy systems to the details of the PES, and namely the moderate influence of curvatures effects. Fission of heavy nuclei seems thus not be best suited for probing the details of the potential energy surface and its parametrization.

For fission of the neutron-deficient Barium, the sensitivity to the PES prescription is found to markedly differ from that observed in the heavy-mass region. Since the angular momentum plays an important role in fission of intermediate-fissility systems, the $L$ distribution of the initial $^{118}$Ba compound nucleus produced in the $^{78}$Kr($^{429}$ MeV) + $^{40}$Ca collision is shown in Fig. 6. Events leading to the formation of an evaporation residue and events ending up with fission are considered separately. In the calculations of the figure, the magnitude of one-body dissipation is reduced according to $k_s = 0.2$, and two hypothesis are assumed for the level-density parameter $a$. For a given value of the latter ($a = A/10$ MeV$^{-1}$ in Fig. 6) the weight of the smallest $L$ values contributing to fission is larger with LSD as compared to FRLDM. This difference in the partition of the angular momentum between the evaporation and fission channels can be cancelled out by assuming a different level-density parameter for the two PES. That is illustrated in Fig. 6 with a calculation performed with $a = A/12$ MeV$^{-1}$ in combination with the LSD potential. It shows that the $L$ distribution does not stand for a relevant signature of the PES parametrization. In other words, within the uncertainty inherent to model ingredients, it is not possible, on the basis of the spin distribution alone, to disentangle between the FRLDM and LSD prescriptions. Note that the $L$ observable, extracted experimentally from measurements of $\gamma$-ray multiplicities, may nonetheless be pertinent for studying other inputs of the theory [66].

In Section III A we conjectured the possible occurrence of a Businaro-Gallone-like transition in the fission of $^{118}$Ba around $L \sim (40 – 60) \hbar$. From the angular mo-

FIG. 4: (colour on-line) Evolution of the fission barrier with $L$ for the $^{118}$Ba compound nucleus: symmetric (full violet) and asymmetric (double dashed-dotted red) barriers calculated with FRLDM; symmetric (dashed blue) and asymmetric (dotted green) barriers calculated with LSD.

FIG. 5: (colour on-line) Charge yield distribution of the fission fragments produced in the reaction $^{20}$Ne($^{142}$ MeV) + $^{240}$Pu $\rightarrow$ $^{260}$Rf. The full red (dashed green) line depicts the result of the calculation utilizing the FRLDM (LSD) potential. The level-density parameter is set to $a = A/10$ MeV$^{-1}$ and friction is reduced according to $k_s = 0.5$.

Fission of medium-mass nuclei
The fission probability \( P_f \), the mean neutron \( \langle n_{pre} \rangle \), proton \( \langle p_{pre} \rangle \), and \( \alpha \)-particle \( \langle \alpha_{pre} \rangle \) pre-scission multiplicities, the variance \( \sigma_{A}^2 \) (\( \sigma_{Z}^2 \)) of the fission-fragment \( A \) (\( Z \)) distribution, the mean value \( \langle TKE \rangle \) and variance \( \sigma_{TKE}^2 \) of the total kinetic energy distribution as well as the mean temperature \( \langle T_{sc} \rangle \) at scission are given. Mean fission-fragment masses (charges) are not indicated since the calculated distributions are in all cases dominated by symmetric fission and peak at about half of the mass (charge) of the \(^{118}\text{Ba} \) compound. Mass and charge variances have been extracted from a limited range of \( Z \) values around symmetry \( (5 \leq Z \leq 47) \) in order to exclude potential asymmetric wings and statistical fluctuations. Also given in the table are the mean particle multiplicities \( \langle n_{eva} \rangle, \langle p_{eva} \rangle, \langle \alpha_{eva} \rangle \) associated with the formation of an evaporation residue.

Various combinations of the PES prescription and the level-density parameter are investigated in Table I while \( k_s \) is set to 0.2 in all calculations. Besides a constant value \( (a = A/x) \) and the formula of Ignatyuk [50], the parametrization of the level density by Pomorski et al. [67] is considered together with the LSD potential. Both the Ignatyuk and Pomorski formulae include the deformation dependence of the level density accounting for surface effects. The prescription by Pomorski contains, in addition, a deformation-dependent curvature term, and is therefore consistent to be used in combination with the LSD parametrization. Note that, while for \( a = A/x \) the ratio of the level-density parameter at the saddle point to that at the ground state \( (\sigma_f/\sigma_a) \) is strictly unity, it generally differs from 1 for Ignatyuk and Pomorski prescriptions. This ratio is known to be among the critical ingredients of any statistical and dynamical model of fission (see e.g. Refs. [68–70] and therein). Attention will therefore be paid on its uncertainty along the discussion of PES effects.

The survey of Table I shows that for decaying excited \(^{118}\text{Ba} \) compound nuclei, among all observables considered here, the fission-fragment \( A, Z \) and TKE distributions are particularly sensitive to the parametrization of the PES. On the contrary, for a given level-density prescription, the pre-scission particle multiplicities and temperature at scission do almost not depend on the PES prescription. These quantities are seen to be primarily governed by the assumption used for the level density [71]. As far as the fission probability is concerned, the influence of the level-density parameter appears to be comparable in magnitude to the influence of the PES [68, 71]. The larger \( P_f \) predicted with the LSD model is mostly due to the broader range of angular momentum covered by fission for a given level-density parameter, see Fig. 6. When used with another level density \( (a = A/12 \text{ MeV}^{-1} \) in the table) which corresponds to a similar \( L \) window, the LSD prescription yields a fission probability close to that calculated with FRLDM for \( a = A/8 \text{ MeV}^{-1} \). Note that the results obtained with Ignatyuk’s level-density prescription are similar to those computed with \( a = A/12 \text{ MeV}^{-1} \). Neglecting deformation effects in the formula of Ref. [50] gives a parameter \( a \) close to \( A/12 \text{ MeV}^{-1} \) for \(^{118}\text{Ba} \). A completely different dependence on the model ingredients is observed for the mass, charge and total kinetic energy distributions. The quantities \( \sigma_{A}^2, \sigma_{Z}^2, \langle TKE \rangle \) and \( \sigma_{TKE}^2 \) are found to strongly depend on the PES prescription. In particular, the variances are much larger when the FRLDM parametrization is used, while the mean total kinetic energy is slightly smaller. The narrower \( A \) and \( Z \) distributions obtained with the LSD model are due to the stiffer landscape at, and beyond, the saddle point, see Fig. 3. According to the close connection between the Coulomb repulsion and the total kinetic energy of the fission fragments at scission [27], the smaller \( \langle TKE \rangle \) computed with FRLDM is to be correlated to the smaller width of the mass and charge distributions. As obvious from the variances and detailed below, the FRLDM leads to a larger amount of asymmetric fission partitions, which are characterized by lower TKE’s.

The calculated fission-fragment charge distribution is
ENERGY SURFACE

that the fission barrier is a property of the potential energy surface. For fissioning with different parametrizations of the level density, it can be cancelled out by a different modification of the PES prescription. The influence of the latter on the charge distribution is primarily governed by the temperature $T$ and the stiffness $d^2V/da^2$ of the potential energy surface with respect to the asymmetry coordinate. Table I shows that $\langle T_{sc}\rangle$ is nearly independent on the parametrization of the PES, and more strongly depends on $a$. Our result therefore suggests that the difference observed in Fig. 7 between the $Z$ distributions for the fission of $^{118}$Ba is fully to be attributed to the difference in the stiffness between the two PES models, and more generally in the overall FRLDM and LSD potential energy topology. (We note that the location of the relevant point along the trajectory at which $T$ and $d^2V/da^2$ have to be evaluated to calculate $\sigma_2^2$ is still debated. Some works favor the saddle point, whereas others give evidence for the decisive influence of the scission point, and some others for a point located somewhere in between (see Ref. [60] and therein). For the present system, the saddle and scission points are very close, and so are the corresponding temperatures and stiffnesses.)

The fission-fragment $Z$ distribution calculated with the FRLDM parametrization clearly exhibits asymmetric wings. These are to be connected with the development of asymmetric valleys in the corresponding PES, see Fig. 3 (top). For the LSD potential energy prescription, side-peaks are much smaller. This can only partly be explained by the higher separation ridge between the symmetric and asymmetric valleys in this case, see Fig. 3 (bottom). The weaker magnitude of asymmetric splits with LSD is more likely to be related to the dependence of the asymmetric and symmetric fission barriers on spin, see Fig. 4. For FRLDM the asymmetric barrier is smaller than the symmetric one up to $L = 58\hbar$, whereas it drops below the symmetric barrier already at $L = 48\hbar$ with LSD. According to Fig. 6 fission sets in from $L \sim 40\hbar$ on, independently of the choice of the PES prescription. As a consequence, the range of angular momentum within which asymmetric fission favorably competes with symmetric fission is wider for FRLDM. We emphasize that, although the presence of asymmetric fission is undeniable, its contribution to the total fission cross section is very weak for both PES (note the logarithmic scale of the vertical axis in the figure).

The correlation between the fission-fragment mass and total kinetic energy is considered in Fig. 8. Around symmetry, a triangular-like shape typical of fission of an

| TABLE I: Results of the calculation for various observables and various combinations of the PES and the level-density prescription for the decay of excited $^{118}$Ba compound nuclei produced in the reaction $^{78}$Kr($429$ MeV)+$^{40}$Ca. In all calculations presented here $k_a$ is set to 0.2. $\langle TKE \rangle$ and $\langle T_{sc} \rangle$ are given in $[MeV]$, $\sigma_{2h}^2$ is given in $[MeV^2]$. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | FRLDM           | LSD             |                 | FRLDM           | LSD             |                 |
| $a$             | A/8             | A/12            | [50]            | A/8             | A/12            | [50]            | [67]            |
| $P_f$           | 0.42            | 0.31            | 0.34            | 0.49            | 0.39            | 0.43            | 0.57            |
| $\langle n_{pre} \rangle$ | 0.03            | 0.11            | 0.07            | 0.03            | 0.09            | 0.07            | 0.02            |
| $\langle p_{pre} \rangle$ | 0.06            | 0.23            | 0.15            | 0.04            | 0.17            | 0.11            | 0.03            |
| $\langle \alpha_{pre} \rangle$ | 0.03            | 0.15            | 0.10            | 0.03            | 0.13            | 0.08            | 0.02            |
| $\langle n_{eva} \rangle$ | 1.31            | 0.99            | 1.08            | 1.38            | 1.04            | 1.14            | 1.33            |
| $\langle p_{eva} \rangle$ | 3.00            | 2.16            | 2.38            | 3.09            | 2.26            | 2.49            | 2.85            |
| $\langle \alpha_{eva} \rangle$ | 1.47            | 1.65            | 1.65            | 1.43            | 1.62            | 1.63            | 1.56            |
| $\sigma_2^2$     | 371.86          | 454.86          | 434.90          | 126.13          | 158.81          | 153.97          | 152.08          |
| $\sigma_2^2$     | 83.82           | 102.42          | 98.05           | 28.69           | 35.98           | 34.91           | 34.50           |
| $\langle T_{KE} \rangle$ | 87.48           | 85.89           | 86.25           | 94.17           | 94.04           | 94.10           | 93.73           |
| $\sigma_{2k}^2$  | 197.13          | 248.91          | 234.65          | 35.83           | 51.18           | 47.80           | 50.44           |
| $\langle T_{sc} \rangle$ | 1.67            | 1.99            | 1.91            | 1.68            | 2.02            | 1.92            | 1.90            |

displayed in Fig. 7 for various combinations of the model ingredients. The FRLDM (LSD) parametrization is considered in the top (bottom) panel. Absolute cross sections were obtained after normalizing the fission yields to the calculated fusion cross section [25]. Different lines refer to various formulations of the level-density parameter. As inferred above from the analysis of the variances, the $Z$ distribution strongly depends on the prescription used for the PES. It is well established [68, 69, 71, 72] that different combinations of the level density and the fission barrier can lead to similar predictions, due to the opposite influence of the $a_f/a_n$ and $B_f$ parameters. Note that the fission barrier is a property of the potential energy surface i.e. it depends on the PES prescription. This anti-correlation between the level density and the PES is behind the observation made along the discussion of Fig. 6. It is obvious from Fig. 7 that the conclusion on the influence of the potential energy surface holds whatever parametrization is used for the level density. In other words, for fissioning $^{118}$Ba nuclei, the large difference between the results computed with the FRLDM and LSD potentials can not be cancelled out by a different modeling of the level density. The influence of the latter on the $Z$ distribution is found much smaller in magnitude than the one related to the PES prescription. The same is true for the mass distribution.
FIG. 7: (colour on-line) Charge distribution of the fission fragments produced in the reaction $^{78}$Kr(429 MeV)$+^{40}$Ca$\rightarrow^{118}$Ba. The top (bottom) panel shows the calculation performed with the FRLDM (LSD) potential. The various lines refer to different parametrizations of the level density as indicated in the right corner of the figures. In all calculations, $k_s$ is set to 0.2.

FIG. 8: (colour on-line) Correlation between the mass $A$ and total kinetic energy TKE of the fission fragments produced in the reaction $^{78}$Kr(429 MeV)$+^{40}$Ca$\rightarrow^{118}$Ba. The top (bottom) panel shows the calculation performed with the FRLDM (LSD) potential. In all calculations, the level-density parameter is $a = A/8$ MeV$^{-1}$ and $k_s$ is set to 0.2.

In addition to the examination of the influence of the level-density parameter, we investigated the robustness of our results vis-à-vis the uncertainty on the magnitude of friction. Table II compares the predictions of a set of calculations obtained with $k_s = 0.2$ and $k_s = 1.0$ for the two PES prescriptions. Comments similar to those drawn about Table I apply. While friction largely governs the particle pre-scission multiplicities, the fission probability results from the complex interplay between $k_s$ and PES effects. At the same time, the strong dependence of the fission-fragment $A$, $Z$ and TKE range contributing to fission up to $L_{crit}$ i.e. the highest partial waves dominate. Probing the aforementioned Businaro-Gallone-like transition requires sampling the $L$ distribution. We performed a detailed analysis of the fission-fragment $Z$ distribution for different selections on the range of $L$'s contributing to fission. Although the statistics is quite low at low spin, the asymmetric component is found to clearly grow with decreasing angular momentum.

equilibrated excited compound nucleus is observed [27] for the two PES parametrizations. These correlations show that the larger $\sigma^2_{E_k}$ variance predicted by FRLDM as compared to LSD is due to the larger amount of asymmetric fission partitions with this potential energy prescription.

While discussing Fig. 4 we mentioned the possibility of observing a Businaro-Gallone-like transition with increasing spin for the fission of $^{118}$Ba nuclei. From the angular momentum distribution presented in Fig. 6 we concluded that such a bifurcation might be difficult to evidence in experiment, because the nuclei with those partial waves expected to lead to asymmetric fission have a small fission probability due to the high absolute value of $B_f$ at moderate $L$. The contribution to fission of events with $L$ below $\sim 48\hbar$ and $\sim 58\hbar$ for LSD and FRLDM, respectively, is finally found to lead to a small amount of asymmetric fission partitions as seen in Fig. 7. Note that the latter figure integrates the whole $L$
distribution widths is impossible to be counterbalanced by a variation in the magnitude of nuclear dissipation. As a further control of the possible influence of simplistic model parameters, we investigated the sensitivity of the results on the modelling of particle evaporation, and obtained that the above conclusions regarding the PES influence are left un-changed.

TABLE II: Results of the calculation for various observables and various combinations of the PES and the friction reduction factor (see the text) for the decay of excited $^{118}$Ba compound nuclei produced in the reaction $^{78}$Kr(429 MeV)+$^{40}$Ca. In all calculations presented here $a$ is set to $A/8$ MeV$^{-1}$. ($\langle TKE \rangle$ and $\langle T_{sc} \rangle$ are given in [MeV], $\sigma_{EA}^2$ is given in [MeV$^2$])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FRLDM</th>
<th>LSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k_s$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_f$</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle n_{pre} \rangle$</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle p_{pre} \rangle$</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle \alpha_{pre} \rangle$</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{A}^2$</td>
<td>371.86</td>
<td>365.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{Z}^2$</td>
<td>83.82</td>
<td>82.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle TKE \rangle$</td>
<td>87.48</td>
<td>85.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle T_{sc} \rangle$</td>
<td>197.13</td>
<td>193.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison with previous work

In Ref. [31] Gontchar et al. used two-dimensional Langevin calculations to investigate in detail the influence of several model ingredients on the dynamical evolution of heavy fissioning systems. In particular, they compared the widths of the fission-fragment mass distribution obtained with either the RLDM [16] or the FRLDM [22, 23] prescriptions. For compound nuclei with $A \geq 200$, they obtained a strong dependence of $\sigma_{A}^2$ on the PES parametrization. The different behaviours observed by Gontchar et al. and in the present work for heavy systems is understood as follows. The RLDM and FRLDM parametrizations which are confronted in Ref. [31] yield fission barriers which more sizeably differ from each other than the FRLDM and LSD barriers do [17, 23]. This larger difference, combined to the higher fissility of the systems studied in Ref. [31], affects the temperature at, and beyond, the saddle point (see Fig. 13 of Ref. [31]), and finally the width of the mass distribution. Provided the PES prescriptions are different enough, the influence of the temperature and of the stiffness of the PES can thus become of similar magnitude, and heavy systems may be well suited for comparing RLDM and FRLDM. We note also that Gontchar et al. restricted to $L = 0$ h for which the difference in the barriers between RLDM and FRLDM is largest. This limitation magnifies the effect. The present work focuses on finer details of the PES topology, which unambiguous evidence requires the study of lighter systems. For a medium-mass compound nucleus we obtained similar $B_f$ values with FRLDM and LSD for those partial waves which have a strong contribution to fission. Furthermore, we observed nearly identical temperatures at scission. In spite of this, the fission-fragment $A$ and $Z$ distributions differ sizeably. We understand this result as a strong sensitivity to the sole influence of the stiffness of the PES (see also discussion above). The present study complements the work of Gontchar et al. [31] done in the heavy-mass region. In addition, it permits going a step further by (i) the introduction, for the first time in such calculations, of the new LSD potential which has shown superior in describing experimental masses, (ii) the investigation of a medium-mass system, and (iii) the search of selectively sensitive signatures of subtle details of the PES which are difficult to pin down indisputably in highly fissile nuclei.

In Ref. [48, 73] Ryabov et al. performed a detailed analysis of the evolution of the widths of the fission-fragment $A$ and TKE distributions as a function of angular momentum over a wide mass range from $^{162}$Yb up to $^{244}$Cm. The temperature-dependent FRLDM parametrization was assumed for computing the potential energy. Ryabov et al. observed that the dependence of $\sigma_{A}^2$ on spin is directly connected to the dependence of pre-scission evaporation on spin, i.e. the role of $T_{sc}$ dominates over that played by the PES stiffness in determining the evolution of the shape of the mass distribution with increasing angular momentum. However, they noted that the magnitude of $\sigma_{A}^2$ is mostly determined by the potential energy landscape. For a less fissile system, the present work corroborates the findings of [48, 73] restricted to a particular PES. By considering two different PES prescriptions, we additionally show that the absolute value of $\sigma_{A}^2$ (integrated over all $L$'s) critically depends on the PES parametrization in the medium-mass region, while the role of $T_{sc}$ is minor. Furthermore, while sampling the results as a function of $L$ (see above), and for a given PES formula, we observe the dependence of $\sigma_{A}^2$ on $L$ foreseen by Ryabov et al.: Namely, the mass distribution gets broader with decreasing spin for fission of $^{118}$Ba ($Z^2/A = 26.6$).
the reaction \(^{78}\text{Kr}(429 \text{ MeV})+^{40}\text{Ca} \rightarrow ^{118}\text{Ba}\). The various lines refer to different combinations of the PES and level-density parametrizations as indicated in the right corner of the figure. In all calculations, \(k_s\) is set to 0.2. The experimental points measured by Ademard et al. \([58]\) are shown as solid squares. Error bars are smaller than the symbols.

**Comparison with experimental data**

The reaction \(^{78}\text{Kr}(429 \text{ MeV})+^{40}\text{Ca} \rightarrow ^{118}\text{Ba}\) was recently studied at the Grand Accélérateur National d’Ions Lourds (GANIL), Caen, and the fragment production cross section was measured over a wide range \([58]\). The experimental elemental cross sections are superimposed to some of the model calculations in Fig. 9. Three theoretical distributions borrowed from Fig. 7 are shown in order to pin down the large influence of the PES, on one side, and the smaller influence of the uncertainty in the level-density parameter, on the other side. In the symmetric region (\(Z \geq 10\)), experimental and calculated cross sections agree within a factor of \(\sim 5\). The staggering in the data for \(Z \leq 10\) is due to even-odd effects which modelling is out of the scope of the present code. The mean \((TKE)\) value obtained with the FRLDM and LSD prescriptions, which are close to each other (see Table I), are in reasonable agreement with experiment \([58]\) and Viola systematics \([74]\). The comparison between the experimental and theoretical \(Z\) distributions is to be considered as purely qualitative. None of the theoretical curves perfectly matches the data and, although possible, no attempt was done to improve on this point. Doing so, would in addition have little sense since Ademard et al. \([58]\) found a sizeable contribution from quasi-fission in the measured fragment production. The present model is intended to describe fission of a fully equilibrated compound nucleus, and is not suited for quasi-fission events. The latter mechanism is known to yield a broader fission-fragment \(A\) (\(Z\)) distribution as compared to fusion-induced fission (see Ref. \([75]\) and therein). Hence, in the presence of a large quasi-fission component, the experimental distribution is expected larger than what predicted with a model restricted to compound-nucleus fission. The comparison presented in Fig. 9 may therefore be interpreted as speaking in favor of the LSD potential energy surface as most suited. However, at this stage, this remark remains purely speculative, and further studies are required to settle the point. The qualitative confrontation to the experimental data is nonetheless sufficient to confirm the relevance of fission-fragment elemental production cross sections to investigate the details of the modeling of the PES in medium-mass nuclei.

As another test of the present calculations, we consider experimental data on neutron multiplicities that exist for a nearby system. In Ref. \([76]\) excited \(^{126}\text{Ba}\) compound nuclei were produced at an excitation energy of \(\sim 132\) MeV with a projectile/target combination for which quasi-fission is expected to be weak. The multiplicities predicted by the present code for this system amount to \(\langle n_{\text{pre}}\rangle_{\text{FRLDM}} = 2.42\) and \(\langle n_{\text{pre}}\rangle_{\text{LSD}} = 2.65\) for the FRLDM and LSD models, respectively. These values are in very good agreement with the measurement which yielded \(\langle n_{\text{pre}}\rangle_{\exp} = 2.52 \pm 0.12\) \([76]\). Together with the good description of the \(^{260}\text{Rf}\) data noticed above, this result leads further confidence into the power of the code used here, and the reliability of our conclusions regarding PES effects. In addition, it shows again the weak sensitivity of the \(\langle n_{\text{pre}}\rangle\) observable to the potential energy parametrization. Previous one-dimensional calculations \([33, 36]\) for the \(^{126}\text{Ba}\) system focused on the RLDM and LSD approaches, which respectively gave \(\langle n_{\text{pre}}\rangle_{\text{RLDM}} = 1.5\) and \(\langle n_{\text{pre}}\rangle_{\text{LSD}} = 2.48\). That was already interpreted as the evidence of strong curvature effects for medium-mass nuclei. As compared to the present work, these calculations neglected the congruence term in the potential energy, while the deformation dependence of the particle transmission coefficients were accounted for as in Ref. \([36, 77]\). As another aspect of the model which would be relevant to improve on, namely for fission of light systems, we shall mention the flexibility of the nuclear shape parametrization \([78]\).

The FRLDM potential energy prescription is used in most of the modern dynamical Langevin calculations, while the LSD parametrization was investigated for the first time in the present work in combination with a highly realistic multi-dimensional code. The comparison with the available experimental data shows that, for a medium-mass nucleus and the relevant observable, the predictions by FRLDM and LSD lie on both side of the measurement. It furthermore demonstrates that, in this mass region, PES effects can be of similar magnitude than the influence of a mixture of different reaction mechanisms (quasi- and fusion-fission presently) on the fission-fragment distribution can be. This observation emphasizes the importance of looking into the issue of the best suited parametrization of the PES. While most work done during the last two decades concentrated on
model ingredients such as nuclear viscosity, level densities and particle emission barriers, the present work highlights that, depending on the system, the choice of the parametrization of the potential energy landscape may influence the conclusion drawn about other nuclear properties extracted from the calculation.

IV. CONCLUSION

A comprehensive study of the influence of the potential energy surface on the dynamical evolution of hot and rotating fissioning nuclei was performed. The importance of curvature effects was investigated using two parametrizations of the macroscopic potential energy i.e. the Finite Range Liquid Drop Model and the Lublin-Strasbourg Drop prescription. According to the puzzling interplay between static and dynamical effects, realistic calculations were performed by using a state-of-art three dimensional Langevin code. Various combinations of the model ingredients were assumed in order to unambiguously reveal effects related solely to the topology of the PES. In particular, the dependence of the conclusion regarding the PES on the uncertainty inherent to the level-density parameter and the friction strength was checked into thoroughly.

While the outcome of the dynamical calculations for a very heavy system are found nearly independent on the PES prescription used, it is observed that the predictions for fission of the intermediate-fissility $^{118}$Ba nucleus can strongly depend on the parametrization of the potential energy. The present work also reveals that the sensitivity to PES effects clearly relies on the choice of the observables. In particular, we observe that the characteristics of the fission-fragment mass, charge and total kinetic energy distributions noticeably differ depending on the PES prescription. The leading term in determining these observables is the stiffness of the potential energy landscape, whereas the fission probability and pre-scission particle multiplicities depend as well on (or are even primarily governed by) the level-density parameter and the magnitude of nuclear viscosity.

The comparison of the predictions for the FRLDM and LSD prescriptions as obtained with a realistic model in a multi-dimensional deformation space and under identical conditions points to the importance of the choice of the potential energy surface. The latter may influence the conclusions drawn on nuclear properties extracted from the calculation. In addition, by highlighting the dependence of the sensitivity of the observable on the size of the system, the present work defines what are the experimental conditions required to carefully investigate the potential energy landscape. Nuclei with intermediate fissility are observed to be well suited to probe thoroughly the PES topology and its parametrization in minute detail. The study of medium-mass systems shall thus permit to improve further the description of the macroscopic potential. These developments may benefit throughout the whole nuclear chart.
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